
remembered, that on that very spot Isaiah had rebuked Ahaz for his alliance

with the Assyrians, for his attempt to secure the help of a wicked, human power.

Now they were finding the results of it, results very different from what Aha

dreamed.

(Question) No, I would think that it would be a different place than that.

We, of course, are not told. exactly and. it is iite a problem ¬0 reconstruct

exactly where each of these places was. For instance the term, "the cond.uit of

the upper pool". Now there is more than one pool. It says in the upper pool

Then it is in 'tthe highway of the fuller'field. What would be the fulh's field?

That is a pretty hard thing to be sure of after two thousand years of wars

and. turmoil and. upheaval. And. various theories a-e constructed to try to find.

each of these different spots around Jerusalem. "erusalem, incidentally, is the

hardest place in Palestine to be. sure of exact location. There is a place

Jerusalem where it is considered by most peorle to be the site

of Calvary. There- is another place where some think is Calvary. It is called

rden's Calvary because General Gordon is the one that thoup'ht that that w.s

Calvary perhaps. Near the place which most people think is Calvary is what they

Consider to be the tomb of Christ where Christ was buried. And. near Gordon's

Calvary is a tomb in which Gordon thought was the tomb. We call it the garden

tomb. Instead of calling it fter Gordon, we change it to garden. Professor

lbright says of these two, "All the evidence we have points to the airection of t

the church of the holy sepulchre being the actual tomb of Christ, but it may

not be There is absolutely no evidence for the garden tomb being the tomb

"/
Of Christ but it may be. In other words, kjust uncertain

things are in the jerusalem area because the territory has been torn up by

Nebuchadnea zar's army and by Sbseuent armies and then the terrific desturction

in the time c± Titus. There have been so many upheavals in driving away of all

the people for cxxx long periods of time that the very situation has been
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